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Editorial
When both new media theorist Lev Manovich and art theorist-curator
Nicolas Bourriaud identify postproduction as the working method of our age, they
point to something so familiar that we hardly recognize the importance of it. Truly,
we are more and more working from already existing material. The digital revolution
makes everything re-editable, and thus, everything is always already open for
(re)interpretation and updating. As many have pointed out, this strengthens some
poststructuralist core arguments, like Jacques Derrida’s famous “there is nothing
outside the text” and Roland Barthes “beneath every text is already another text”. It
is indeed the end of the new.
Combining already existing things might be the working method of our day and age.
But what happened to drawing and to the sketch? What happened to pre-production?
This issue of merge brings some of these questions to the surface. Clearly, by preproduction we’re not suggesting that post-production isn’t important. But one has to
start somewhere.
Love
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“In the most general sense of progressive thought,
the Enlightenment has always aimed at liberating
men from fear and establishing their sovereignty.
Yet the fully enlightened earth radiates disaster triumphant.”
Adorno and Horkheimer, Dialectic of Enlightenment
“Unlike dogs, images don’t have name tags.”
Dziga Vertov
Last January, I was asked down to Florida to present
a film by Harun Farocki. Miami Art Central (MAC) is a
not-for-profit institution founded (in 2002) and supported by the Cisneros Fontanals Art Foundation in
Coral Gables across from the University of Miami.
“Images of the World and the Inscription of War”
(1988) was the film I chose to discuss. Two other
Farocki works – “Inextinguishable Fire” (1969) and
“The Creators of the Shopping Worlds” (2001) – were
on display at the museum (on monitors) – part of an
exhibition entitled “How do we want to be governed?
(Figure and Ground),” curated by Roger M. Buergel
and Ruth Noack, with additional works suggested by
Rina Carvajal, the director of MAC. Farocki’s works
were some of those additions. The exhibition was the
third in a series called “The Government,” begun at

the Lünenberg University Kunstraum in Germany
and continued at the MACBA in Barcelona. There are
currently two more installations planned for Vienna
and Rotterdam. What follows is an edited version of
my remarks.
It was a relief to be in Florida – the NY winter was
especially brutal this year. Miami – sunny and warm.
The morning, day of the screening, I went for a jog
around back of the Holiday Inn where I was staying,
across the way from the museum on South Dixie
Highway. Street names like Caballero, Leonardo,
Perugia and Riviera form Coral Gables – gridded
blocks of tidy gated properties kept trim by Latin
American gardeners, crisscrossed by sunken canals. I moved to the buzz of grass cutting machines,
in what had once been Charles LeJeune’s idealized grove, come 1921, George Merrick’s master
planned waterfront paradise – both schemes gone
bust. James Girtman’s 19th-century dirt path now
LeJeune’s asphalt paved road; then farther along
back up to Ponce de Leon Boulevard, strip malls for
shopping. Could these have anything to do with the
Parisian Arcades Walter Benjamin described (the
first modern mall)? Or Farocki’s provocative read
of a photograph of a young woman at Auschwitz

(who transports herself far away into one of those
arcades with a gaze that acknowledges yet evades
her observer)? No, probably not – these places are
for cars, which permit only a fleeting glimpse – not
for window-shopping; nor for contact by eye, at least
not with other humans. Back up on Ponce de Leon,
out of character for this part of the world, I was on
foot. And I was hungry. So thank God for Thank God
It’s Fridays, a couple of doors down from the hotel.
There wasn’t much else within walking distance.
TGIF – What a bizarre place – dense arrangements
of scraps of the past, or made to look like the past,
fixed on the walls above the banquettes. All kinds of
signage, musical instruments, Victorian illustration,
sports gear and other displaced memorabilia. But of
whose memories? I sat down and ordered the South
Western chicken from the laminated menu dreamed
up most likely in an office tower hundreds of miles
from that dark wooden table, just like the rest of the
décor. Just like those memories.
It was kind of strange to be standing up there introducing the work of Harun Farocki. But it’s a strangeness I could accept – both “weird and wonderful” (as
my Microsoft Word Thesaurus would have it). That’s
the way I remember my first encounter with Farocki

as he stood before a packed house introducing “Images of the World.” It caught me off guard. Like when
you come upon something different from what you’re
used to, something that rings true . . . and you just
know it! Isn’t that what art is supposed to do? They
say that memory can play tricks. But so can pictures,
especially when they’re meant to stand in for memory. Pictures are what Farocki’s film is about. Pictures
are powerful things – they can move you around in
time. And in place. Pure transportation. They too
can catch you off guard. Like when you’re presented
with an image of something you thought you knew;
maybe notice something you hadn’t noticed before;
made to see it in another light. Yeah, it was a little
strange to be speaking about Farocki that winter
evening in the warm South Florida air, because it
took me back, and brought back to focus something
that still seemed to resonate – something that was
once unfamiliar, and remains somewhat still.
Farocki came to CalArts where I was a graduate art
student in the mid 1990s to present his 1988 film
“Images of the World and the Inscription of War.”
Since then, I’ve been showing it in art schools and
universities where I teach. Instructive for students,
but also for my own work as an artist, a prime ex-

ample of a politically-engaged and intellectuallycharged practice, and one which avoids the doctrinaire. Farocki’s work delves beneath the surface of
the visible world, in particular, the world of images
– photographic ones, where it goes right through to
the grain – challenging the authority of the visual;
questioning the ways in which authority is articulated through pictures. His work attempts to make
the familiar strange, and the unfamiliar intelligible.
In Farocki’s own words, “my way is to look for submerged meaning.” For me, this is the task of all art.
As I mentioned, I’ve been interested in Farocki since
my time at CalArts. Farocki had been a visiting professor at UC Berkeley from 1993-1999, and came
down to CalArts in part I’m sure, because of his long
association with Hartmut Bitomsky who was then
dean of the Film School. At the time, Farocki’s films
were almost impossible to see in the US outside of
schools, or “art houses” or festivals; also difficult
to find anything about them in English translation.
This is much less the case today, in part because of
the attention he’s receiving from the international
art community, as the MAC exhibition bears out. In
fact, several of Farocki’s recent projects were made
especially as installations for galleries, a departure
from his more typical work intended for theatrical-

screening or TV (some of which have become distributed on VHS cassette – Facets in Chicago lists 4
titles). He’s even represented by a New York gallery.
Altogether, Farocki has made more than 90 films
and videos over a span of almost 40 years. He’s had
a remarkable career as filmmaker, writer, editor,
media-theorist, teacher, producer of industrial films
and pieces for radio and TV. There’s also now plenty
of writing both by and about him in English: a volume
of collected writings1, a book with Kaja Silverman on
Godard2 , a brand new collection of essays on his
work3 , and numerous articles and interviews.
Farocki was born to an Indian father and German
mother in 1944 in the town of Novy Jicin, then part
of German-annexed Czechoslovakia. He entered the
newly established German Film and Television Academy (DFFB) in Berlin in 1966, but lasted only 2 years
– in ’68, he and several other students were expelled
for their political activities (among them, Hartmut
Bitomsky, Holger Meins (later assassinated for his
suspected RAF affiliation), and Wolfgang Petersen
(director of “Das Boot,” “Air Force One,” “The Perfect Storm”)). Farocki returned to the Academy as an
instructor in 1974. He would go on to teach in Düsseldorf, Hamburg, Manila, Munich, Stuttgart, and

Images of the world
a brief introduction
By Stephan Pascher

1. In English, “Imprint: writings,” Harun Farocki; edited by Susanne Gaensheimer and Nicolaus Schafhausen,
translated by Laurent Faasch-Ibrahim, assistant editor, Volker Pantenburg (New York: Luckas and Sternberg, 2001)
2. “Speaking about Godard,” Kaja Silverman and Harun Farocki;with a foreward by Constance Penley
(New York: New York University Press: 1998)
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Berkeley. Currently he’s a professor at the Academy
of Fine Arts in Vienna, and resides in Berlin.
In the late 1960s Farocki made his first films – works
explicitly intended as a form of agit-prop, or political provocation. The first listed in his filmography is
“Zwei Wege” (“Two Paths”1966), a 3-minute 16mm
film commissioned for a German TV series (“Berliner
Fentster”). The Miami exhibition included one of his
better-known early works, “Inextinguishable Fire,”
a 25-minute 16 mm black-and-white film from 1969
– a response to the Vietnam War, in particular, to the
manufacture of Napalm by Dow Chemical, and it use
by the US Military. The film mixes documentary and
fictional modes. Its opening shot has the filmmaker
seated at a table reading a Vietnamese account of
a bombing of a village by the US Air Force. As he
pauses, a voice-over states matter-of-factly that a
cigarette burns at about 500 degrees Celsius, Napalm at 4000. He then extinguishes a lit cigarette on
the back of his forearm. Typical of much of his later
work, the early films employ not only found images,
but also found situations – the filming of pre-existing scenarios as sorts of objets-trouvés, a technique
fashioned after direct cinema.

Farocki’s generation of New German filmmakers was influenced greatly by the French Nouvelle
Vague: directors such as Claude Chabrol, Jacques
Rivette, Eric Rohmer, François Truffaut, and especially Jean-Luc Godard, all of whom were associated with Cahiers du Cinéma, the most important
French film journal in the post-war period. These
directors became known as auteurs, a term used
as early as 1948 in an article by Alexandre Astruc,
a leftist intellectual and filmmaker. Astruc declared
“the birth of a new avant-garde: la camera-stylo [the
camera-pen],” calling for a new language of cinema
in which the camera was to be used to write a philosophy of life. It was a model of filmmaking based
on the idea of filmmaker as individual artist rather
than metteur-en-scéne, or classical director. Instead of staging the real world for the camera – the
traditional method of mise-en-scéne – the Cahiers
group’s notion of filmmaking demanded a coherent
world-view and individualistic style, leading them to
distinguish between those directors who simply directed – the ones who had mastered the language of
cinema – and those who argued a position. 4
In the late 1950s, Cahiers du Cinema critics, taking up the camera themselves, advanced a self-reflexive style of filmmaking (testing cinematic forms

and conventions), while making social and political
themes central to their work. Influenced both by
existentialism – a philosophy of individual agency,
authentic action, and personal responsibility – and
to varying degrees Marxist and Socialist ideologies,
the Cahier group maintained a general cynicism with
regard to politics, and a particular disillusionment
with French foreign policy in Algeria and Indo-China.
In matters of practice, these auteurs often collaborated on each other’s projects, and developed a common understanding of form, narrative, and style.
During the Second World War, Americans developed
light-weight 16mm cameras, making it possible to
film individually or in small groups and on location.
These hand-held cameras – designed for faster
film stocks, less light, and direct sound recorded
with portable equipment – allowed films to be shot
quickly and inexpensively, encouraging spontaneity,
experimentation and improvisation. Consequently,
the films had a casual, “natural” look, and displayed
a free editing style that didn’t conform to the editing
rules of Hollywood, often drawing attention to itself
through blatant discontinuities, reminding the audience that they were in fact watching a film: for example, employing jump cuts (2 different shots of the
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same subject abruptly juxtaposed) or inserting material extraneous to the main narrative. Long takes
and “real-time” shots were also typical, as was nonprofessional and improvised acting.
Many of these ideas, both philosophical and technical, provided a starting point for Farocki and the
group that became known as the New German
Cinema5 – among them, Fassbinder, Schlöndorff,
Wenders, Hertzog, Alexander Kluge, Jean-Marie
Straub and Danielle Huillet. In addition to the French
influence, the writings of the Frankfort School, particularly that of Theodore Adorno, Walter Benjamin,
and especially the political and aesthetic writings of
Bertolt Brecht loomed large.
“A photograph of a […] factory does not tell us anything about capitalism and its sites of industrial production, because reality has slipped into the realm
of functions and cannot be grasped as appearance.”
Bertolt Brecht
Central to Brecht’s theory of drama was a technique
he called the “the V-Effekt,” or “alienation effect”
(Verfremdungseffekt – “making strange”) designed
to facilitate a critical detachment on the part of the

audience. Brecht didn’t want the audience to feel
emotion. He wanted them to think; and to this end,
he insisted on the elimination of theatrical illusion.
By ridding the production of emotion, the political
truth would be more easily understood. For Brecht,
drama must avoid the (Aristotelian) premise that an
audience should be made to believe in the actuality of what it is witnessing on stage. With regard to
classical theater, e.g., if the audience was convinced
that the emotions portrayed by historical figures could
equally be their own, then the Marxist precept that human nature is not constant but a result of changing
historical conditions would not hold. Brecht therefore
argued that drama should not attempt to make its audience believe in the presence of the characters – it
should not be made to identify with them – but should
be made to realize that what it is seeing is merely an
account of past events to be taken with critical detachment. This detachment is best achieved through
a number of devices that remind the spectator that
he or she is being presented with a demonstration of
human behavior (as in a scientific experiment), rather
than with an illusion of reality – a shift towards transparency of dramatic construction and theatrical artifice. The audience must be made to see the theater as
only a theater, and not the world itself.

This model for a political avant-garde theater, one
which rejected a system of representation based
on illusionistic narrative and empathetic engagement or identification, was translated into a structuralist alternative cinema that was anti-Hollywood
as it was anti-pathetic to the specular seduction of
the image, challenging the strategies and tastes of
popular (bourgeois) culture with an activist or interventionist agenda – at the same time, a critical and
self-critical or meta- cinema. For Brecht (speaking
with regard to theater) this meant to not “supply the
production apparatus without changing that apparatus [itself],” and that meant not only changing the
forms, but also the modes of distribution and reception. For Godard, “The problem [was] not to make
political films, but to make films politically.” Farocki
understood you could do both: realize the possibility
of the “connection of [film] production to critique,”
while heeding Walter Benjamin’s call (in his essay
the “Author as Producer”) to transform readers,
that is, the work’s audience, into active participants
in that work’s meaning; in effect, to allow them to
enter as collaborators in that work’s making. One
way to do this is to interrupt the filmic convention
of seamless correspondence between images, narratives, texts, and sounds – to expose or open up the
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3. Harun Farocki: Working on the Sight-Lines,” edited by Thomas Elsaesser (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2004)

5. It isn’t precisely clear which directors were considered part of the so-called New German Cinema. The group was initially defined as the 26 signers of the Oberhausen Manifesto written
during the German Festival for Short Films in 1962. Technically Farocki was not among the group, though members of his Filmkritik circle were. The manifesto reads: “The collapse of the
conventional German film finally removes the economic basis for a mode of filmmaking whose attitude and practice we reject. With it the new film has a chance to come to life. German
short films by young authors, directors, and producers have in recent years received a large number of prizes at international festivals and gained the recognition of international critics.
These works and these successes show that the future of the German film lies in the hands of those who have proven that they speak a new film language. Just as in other countries,
the short film has become in Germany a school and experimental basis for the feature film. We declare our intention to create the new German feature film. This new film needs new
freedoms. Freedom from the conventions of the established industry. Freedom from the outside influence of commercial partners. Freedom from the control of special interest groups. We
have concrete intellectual, formal, and economic conceptions about the production of the new German film. We are as a collective prepared to take economic risks. The old film is dead.
We believe in the new one (Oberhausen, February 28, 1962).”

seams (seems, or semes). In other words, to test
both the audience’s ability to form monological interpretations, and at the same time, challenge the
very authority that those images, texts, and sounds
might have acquired or been assigned.
Founded in 1957 (its first issue contained an essay
by Adorno), Filmkritik became the most significant
post-war German journal for film discourse, becoming for German film culture what Cahiers du Cinéma
had been for the French. In 1974, Farocki along with
Hartmut Bitomsky, Wolf-Eckart Bühler, Manfred
Blank, Ingemo Engstömnd and others6, effectively
took control of the magazine. They published articles on Straub, Wenders, Kluge, Hertzog, Syberberg,
and Fassbinder. According to Farocki, “It was important to preserve a mental attitude. This represented
a utopia in opposition to the self-satisfied attitude
that was so predominant in New German Cinema.”
He’s referring here to the competition for limited
public funds, as well as lack of cooperation and
dissimilar aesthetics among German directors at
the time. Filmkritik provided Farocki and his peers
with an opportunity to work through ideas on politics, society, and of course, film. It made possible
various alliances, the development of sensibilities,

and gave voice to a wide range of interests. It was
an open space for discussing and writing; but it was
also about making films. Farcoki became the editor
of Filmkritik and remained one of its major contributors up until 1983.

“It is not a matter of what is in a picture, but rather,
of what lies behind. Nonetheless, one shows a picture as proof of something which cannot be proven
by a picture.”
Harun Farocki, Before Your Eyes – Vietnam (1982)

For Farocki, the relation of writing to film is not simply one of annotation, outline, dialog, or direction. It
is not hierarchical. The text does not function like a
conventional script or narrative. The words do not
necessarily describe or sync up with images and
sounds. His work has often been called an “essay
film,” a form of “cinema writing.” Farocki himself
prefers the phrase, “form of intelligence.” He claims
to “write at the editing table and edit at the typewriter.” Regarding voice-over: “I think that often I make
such playful use of the commentary, I propose this
meaning and then another meaning, and exchange
them, as one does when playing cards in a game.”
– his way out of the “Voice of God” syndrome, so
typical in documentary film. With regard to images
and words, “between images and the commentary
there is a parallel, but it’s a parallel that will meet
in infinity.”

“Images of the World and the Inscription of War”
concerns precisely this relation between images
and words, pictures and written accounts, (photographic) documents and how we interpret them
– about how, precisely imprecise images are. For
all of photography’s brute facticity – the mechanical over-determination of image by apparatus – in
the end, photos tell us very little: only that a camera
was in a certain place at a certain time and that an
aperture was opened and a photographic surface
exposed. The photograph captures the moment: “it
crops away past and future,” a violent reduction of
world to code. “No preservation without destruction,” a theme repeated throughout the film.

4. Actually, the Cahiers group was not at all consistent in their beliefs regarding the “politique des auteurs,” a subject which in fact
was hotly debated both within and from outside the journal. Andre Bazin in particular argued for the transparency of a cinematic
language that allowed the audience to decide what and how to think; and against any form of cinematic manipulation that might
express a director’s personal concerns, and thus opposed to the notion of the auteur as presenting an idiosyncratic style. See the
chapter, “Authorship in Cinema,” p. 114 – 146, in “The Cinema Book,” edited by Pam Cook (London: BFI, 1985).
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Says Farocki, “I think people have become very
smart at deciphering images and knowing how relative the meaning of an image is and how much it has
to do with context and interpretation . . . and with

pre-knowledge. As Dziga Vertov said, ‘Unlike dogs,
images don’t have name tags.’” They do, however,
make a special kind of impression. They have a
sort of unfair advantage; a natural power. It’s what
makes them suspect as purveyors of truth. Roland
Barthes called this photography’s rhetorical effect
– marking its privileged place in the hierarchy of evidentiary witness. And yet photography, in particular
documentary photography, like the metal press in
Farocki’s film (another form of mechanical reproduction) belongs to an earlier “regime” of representing
the world – it is in a sense outdated. This is precisely
the point. Imaging technologies have moved beyond
the simple recording of an impression, to translating
that impression into code – both, as a set of rules (of
conduct), and as a set of symbols that are arbitrarily
assigned meaning – the representational “analog”
to what Deleuze has described as the replacement
of a disciplinary society (Foucault) with a “control
society.” The “Kino Eye” (the cinematic lens), which
for Vertov was an extension of the human eye, has
given way to the “Robo Eye,” the absolute replacement of human with machine.
Farocki sees the moment of Auschwitz as “a turning

point in human history,” but a turning point that is
constituted as a crisis in representation: the experiment to see if human beings can be totally dominated reflected in new automation technologies capable
of making images independent of a human subject;
technologies with which we are now all too familiar. Recording and Domination/Coding and Docility.
“How the two go hand in hand.” Think about the
normalization and accelerated implementation of
surveillance and monitoring devices. Think Patriot
Act and Homeland Security. Think the next time you
use an ATM, or check your email. Think. The crisis
of representation: How to see what no human eye
is capable of seeing? How to represent the un-representable? How to imagine the unimaginable? – a
Romantic problem reaching its apotheosis in Auschwitz; and its surpassing, a post-modern problem
posed in the question: How to recode a code? Turn
a code around – Invent a new one. Farocki provides
an example: a prisoner resistance movement that
entailed the creation and exchange of coded messages culminating in the partial destruction of a gas
chamber. “From these pictures come a code. And
from this code a picture.” A different picture.

No, Farocki is not yet ready to abandon images, nor
to deny their utility: “Perhaps we need images, so
that something that is hardly imaginable can make
an impression – photographic images, impressions
of the actual at a distance.” At the same time, we
cannot rely on images alone, first-hand accounts are
indispensable: “Both types of narrative, both types
of images are inadequate, both are inappropriate.
The old dualism of word and image – we cannot simply opt for one or the other, we have to try to establish a relation between the two.” In the writing
of history there is “an interplay between image and
text: texts that should make the images accessible,
and images that should make the texts imaginable.“
But perhaps we need also two kinds of pictures: one,
a technical image (e.g., the aerial photograph), and
the other corresponding to what Farocki calls “a narrative mode of historical writing,” a snapshot. Says
Farocki, “maybe one image can elucidate the other,
critique it, give it some experimental validity.” With
regard to cinema itself, “cinema [should be seen]
not as part of the history of storytelling, but as belonging more to the history of other techniques and
technologies of surveillance, measuring, calculation, automation.” A technical cinema. Cinema seen

6.Gerhard Theuring, Hanns Zischler, Rudolph Thome, and Wim Wenders.
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as part of a larger project of dehumanization, but
also, a potential vehicle for its demise.
Much of Farocki’s recent work has been dedicated
to investigating new types of images produced with
surveillance and policing technologies – looking
at the ways in which imaging devices are used as
tools of surveillance, manipulation, and control.
“The Creators of The Shopping Worlds” included
in the “How Do We Want to Be Governed?” exhibition is one such example; another, “I Thought
I Was Seeing Convicts,” is a video installation
made with surveillance recordings collected from
the California State Prison at Corcoran – images
which reveal the murder of 2 inmates by guards.
These works link incarceration to consumption.
They show how similar policing methods, technologies, and design strategies are employed in
prisons, shops, and malls. Farocki has continued
to produce works that investigate the relationship
between instruments of war, imaging, and automation; in particular, films dealing with the (First)
Gulf War’s conjunction of camera and bomb.
A note on Farocki’s sources: Many of the images
he uses are archival stills, and footage from institutional records, industrial films, instructional vid-

eos, surveillance tapes, and home movies. Some
shots come from his commercial projects. There’s
an incredible economy of labor in his practice, one
he likens to the steel industry: “In my work, I try
to make a composite according to the model of the
steel industry, where every waste product flows
back into the production process and hardly any
energy is lost. I finance the basic research with a
radio show; books studied during the research period are dealt with in shows on books, and some
of what I observe while doing this work appears in
television shows.” Farocki regards “Images of the
World” not as “a fully worked-out film so much as
the design or blue print of maybe several films.” He
wants to leave things open. A certain manipulation
of the material is obvious, but one intended to raise
questions rather than provide simple answers.
“Images of the World and the Inscription of War”
presents images as coded messages, images to
be read. We must see this film within its historical context – 1988, a year before the Wall came
down – as a response to the crisis of US missile
deployment in Western Europe, in particular in
West Germany. Farocki begins the film with a 1983
quote from Günther Anders: “Reality has to begin.

This means that the blockade of the entrances to
the murder installations, which continue to exist,
must also be continuous.“7 Anders was a Jewish
philosopher, essayist, and journalist; the husband
of Hannah Arendt; and one of the founders of the
German anti-nuclear movement. He died in 1992.
Anders compares the failure to prevent access
to the camps, the failure on the part of the Allies
to bomb the tracks leading to the camps, to the
Cold War crisis. One instance of inactivity failed to
intervene in a Holocaust. Another such instance
might fail to prevent one again. For Farocki, “the
existence of nuclear installations is […] no less a
scandal than political dictatorships or the 5-year
plan.” His remark was made during an interview in
1993. Some 12 years later the terrain has shifted.
The urgency has not. It would be interesting to hear
what he might add to that list of scandals today.
January – May, 2005

7. The complete Anders quote appearing in Farocki’s text, “Reality Would Have to Begin” (appearing in his “Imprints” collection, op. cit.)
is as follows: “Reality has to begin. This means that the blockade of the entrances to the murder installations, which continue to exist,
must also be continuous. […] This idea is not new. It reminds me of an action – or rather a non-action – more than forty years ago, when
the Allies learned the truth about the extermination camps in Poland. The proposal was immediately made to block access to the camps,
which meant bombing the railroad tracks leading to Auschwitz, Majdanek, etc. extensively in order to sabotage, through this blockade, the
delivery of new victims – that is, the possibility of further murder.”

All stills are from “Images of the World and the Inscription of War,” 1988, courtesy of Harun Farocki.
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Brad Eberhard: In your recent presentation on animal sounds in rockabilly music at the Hammer Museum in Los Angeles, you described your intellectual process
as “thinking through music.” I am curious about how you chose the topic and how you developed your ideas through it. Did it begin with certain songs? Performers?
Or was it have more to do with the chronology of your trilogy of lectures about American culture in the 20th Century?
Dick Hebdige: That talk is the second in a trilogy I’ve been working on that focuses on mid 20th century US music and culture. The first part is about the culture of
spontaneity that Daniel Belgrad argues pulled together the US intellectual and artistic avant-gardes in the mid 50’s so it’s about Pollock, the beats, bebop, etc. Part
one also includes extended asides on spontaneity as a sign of authenticity in American religion and the origins and implications of planned and gated communities
(i.e., suburban and ex-urban “control” architectures designed in a spirit consciously opposed to the improvisatory impulse.) For the second part I looked at traditional American roots music/culture in the same time frame and analyzed how and why those traditions got made over in the 50’s in and through the vernacular
modernisms of country and rockabilly, so the second part of the trilogy (“becoming animal: Race, Terror and the American Roots”) is concerned with social dynamics and race relations in the South as they get mediated through those musics, and displaced totemically onto the semantically safer ground of pets/ livestock/ wild
animals/human-animal identifications and mergers. Throughout the trilogy I’m interested in the idea of the prophetic potential of music and in tracing sometimes
buried links between the social, artistic and political landscapes of the US in the mid 20th century and America today. The two overarching questions binding the
trilogy together are 1) how did we get from there to here? and 2) is it possible to engage the apocalyptic drama of American becoming in such a way that counternarratives/ alternative futures can be found, obscured but potentially activatable in America’s past? But that makes the process sound overly linear and abstract
whereas my work process is actually more blind, more intuitive and obsessional. I’m always driven by an immersion in the materials themselves (particular music
tracks, images, video clips, etc.), so that the ideas and larger themes grow bottom up, as it were, from the inside out not outside in or top down: the “arguments”
grow out of the “examples,” not vice versa .

BE: Will these lectures from the Hammer series find
their way into a printed format?
DH: The first part of the trilogy was published in
“Critical Inquiry,” vol. 22, no. 2, winter 2001 under
the title “even unto death: Improvisation, Edging
and Enframement.” I’d like to publish the second
installment somewhere soon (there are references
to George Bush-as-cowboy that, one hopes, may not
resonate with the same kind of urgency after November). When I get round to writing the last part,
I hope I’ll be able to publish all three together possibly in a larger book of essays on North American
culture. I’ve been in the States for 13 years now and
I’ve been writing stuff in and on the US pretty consistently throughout that period but I’m not good at
collating stuff for publication so it might never happen.
BE: For the 3rd lecture in the series you mentioned
the topic would be soul and gospel music. Is that the
music that you are currently “thinking through?”
DH: What I want to “think through” for the last part
is gospel, blues and soul and the role these musics
played in the rise of the Civil Rights movement so I’ll
be going back to Montgomery again though this time
not to pick up Hank Williams but in pursuit of Rosa
Parks and the young Reverend Martin Luther King
Jr. What I have in mind is tracing out the circuit that

links Chicago and the Mid West to the Deep South, a
familiar, overloaded, overwritten circuit along which
names like Emmett Till, Sam Cooke, Muddy Waters
and Howlin Wolf circulate next to other names like
Ida B. Wells, the Freedom Riders and all the early
60’s Civil Rights activists. I’ve been listening to Sam
Cook and Howlin’ Wolf in particular for many years
but, at the moment, until I get more deeply into the
project, I’m still listening to other types of music for
instance, right now I’m listening to a lot of mid-90’s
UK trip hop- Massive Attack, Tricky etc. Also Dr.
John, Captain Beefheart, Jimi Hendrix, and anything
by Lucinda Williams. I can’t say yet whether or not
any of that will find its way into the talk.
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DH: I’ve been doing mixed media presentations or
performances since the early 80’s when I suddenly
began getting invitations to speak at conferences in
Europe and the States after the publication in 1979
of the book I wrote on subculture. Since graduating from Birmingham University in 1974, I’ve always
tended to work in art-making environments, i.e.,
art colleges or communications departments with
a strong practice component rather than in Humanities departments in universities (my current
job at UCSB as Humanities Center Director is the
first time I’ve really left that milieu behind, though I
still sometimes teach in the Art Department and the
College of Creative Studies here). There were pedagogical and personal reasons why I steered clear
of conventional presentations. Working with visual
artists, who were more often than not conceptually
adroit and original critical thinkers but who were
also wary of and resistant to academic writing and
academic modes of argumentation, I set out in the
mid -70’s when I first started teaching to integrate
sound, image and performative gestures into public
presentations. I feel that as intellectuals and teachers rather than just scholars standing back and
commentating on culture from some imaginary position outside, we need to use all the means at our
disposal to affect the culture, to influence and shape
it in ways congruent with how we want to imagine
the world in the future. That doesn’t necessarily
mean dictating the way things ought to be in any explicit sense. Instead I think we have to do what we
can to involve the audience in the act of imagining,
to activate the potential of everybody in the audience
to think for themselves. In the end, what it comes
down to, I think, is nothing less than learning how
to refigure authority including the authority of the
podium. Not obliterate it or try to pretend the authority’s not there because it is: we live in the age
of the Ayatollahs in the west as well as the east, on
TV, in press conferences, and chat shows not just in
the churches, synagogues and mosques. But I think
we have to re-position ourselves as thinkers and
speakers in relation to the authority of the podium.
We need to play with and in the space of being taken
seriously, to find ways to authenticate our voices

Eb

BE: You approach your multi-media lectures as performances. How did this develop?
Do have any peers and/or forebears who present
their intellectual work in a similar fashion?
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a 90year old Civil War veteran North Carolina tarheel and recorded by a radio station in Tennessee.
I downloaded the recording and incorporated that
into a new section of the talk that situates the “Battle of Oxford” as simultaneously the last battle in the
Civil War and the first prophetic engagement in the
current war on terror waged by federal US authorities against secessionist insurgents Now when I do
the talk, though it was added at the last minute, as
it were, after the event (i.e. when I’d already delivered a “finished” talk 4 times), I think of that yell
as the kernel and center of the whole presentation:
the occluded point of origin, the black hole out of
which “becoming animal” emerges. It’s that sense
of time running back on itself and finding its center
behind the curtain and off to the side that I’m aiming
at in all this work. I hope that gives a more accurate
picture of how I put these presentations together;
through a process of immersion and getting lost in
materials, letting the materials dictate the shape,
tone and direction of the piece. It’s very serendipitous, somatic and passive (i.e., it involves a lot of listening and taking dictation). It also involves co-operating/collaborating with your unconscious rather
than seeking to stay in charge at all costs through
the willed superimposition of prefabricated structures on the immanent unfolding of found materials.
There is a kind of poetics involved though I wouldn’t
want to reduce poetics to either language or aesthetics. Also it’s about telling stories and roping in
the audience by stringing serial disjunct narratives
together. One word for this approach might be rhapsodizing (which in the Classical world had links to
divination) - “rhapsodizing” from the ancient Greek
“rhapsoiden:” to sew or stitch songs together
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So another way of describing the genesis of the
talk you heard is to say that it grew directly out of
a tape a friend of mine from London, Dennis Avis
made for me some years ago. Dennis designs retro
portable sound systems and collects original mid to
late 50’s US rockabilly, country boogie, r & b and Jamaican ska 45’s. He samples his collection in London pubs under the dj alias, Mr. Wheely Man, using
a turntable and speakers built into a tartan shopping bag on wheels with Barbie doll go-go dancers
attached to springs made from car aeriels slotted
into the edges of the console. Dennis’ tape put a lot
of the animal audio meat into the mix of that talk
- everything from hard-to-find 50’s esoterica like
the McCormick Brothers’ “Billy Goat Boogie” and
“Red Hen Boogie,” Bernie Hess’ “Wild Hog Boogie”
and the Cadets’ “Stranded in the Jungle” to more
well known numbers, e.g., “The Monkey Speaks his
Mind,” David Bartholemew’s simian-identified riposte to evolution theory. I added a lot of farmyard
and jungle rockabilly samples, e.g., Don Woody’s
“Barkin Up the Wrong Tree,” Hank Mizzel’s ‘”Jungle
Rock,” the Fendermen’s version of “Muleskinner
Blues” and Charlie Feathers’ “Talkin’ About Lovin’.”
Then I built in a lot of Hank Williams-era honky-tonk
lore, laying that against accounts supplied by Richard Peterson in his book “Creating Country Music”
of, on the one hand, the genesis of the Grand Ol Opry
and, on the other, the campaign launched by Henry
Ford in the late 20’s to promote Anglo-Saxon square
dancing and fiddle music over “black and Jewish”
jazz and blues. Then I began splicing in slides taken from the postcards of lynchings collected in the
“Without Sanctuary” exhibition, slides of paintings
by Jean-Michel Basquiat and Andy Warhol’s “Race
Riot” series, photographs of snake handlers taken
from Dennis Covington’s “Salvation on Sand Mountain,” video clips from “Night of the Hunter”(the
musical duel between Preacher Powell (Robert
Mitchum) and Rachel Cooper (Lillian Gish)), the
“Kate Smith Evening Hour” (with live appearances
by Hank Williams and June Carter) , the “Beverly
Hillbillies” (with guest appearances by Lester Flatt
and Earl Scruggs), the dueling banjos scene from
“Deliverance,” video footage taken at a white Holiness church service in West Virginia and an extract
from a documentary about bluegrass which shows
Bill Monroe in St. Francis of Assisi mode whispering
to horses and chipmunks.
Then, after I’d given the talk about 4 times, I read
“An American Insurrection,” William Doyle’s account of the “Battle of Oxford,” Mississippi when
students and white supremacists from across the
US joined forces on the night of September 29, 1962
in an attempt to prevent James Meredith, a black
ex-serviceman from registering at the University of
Mississippi. Doyle mentions that at the height of the
rioting that left two men dead and led to the deployment of more than 20,000 US combat infantry, paratroopers, military police and National Guard troops,
witnesses recall the blood curdling battle cry of the
assembled racists- the rebel yell, described by one
commentator as a cross between a banshee wail
and a fox yelp. So I went on the Internet and tracked
down a rebel yell allegedly delivered in the 1920’s by
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outside and against the exhausted or oppressive
sanctified modes of delivering the Truth. I think that
means using the power of found sound and imagery,
learning to use language not just referentially or didactically or constatively but affectively, effectively,
suggestively and finding our authority there in those
modalities rather than in the imperative/command
mode. I like to try to make the audience work to
piece the piece together on the spot, “live,” in the
act of audition, not because I’m holding anything
back consciously (because I’m not) and not because
the arguments I’m making don’t all add up (though,
of course, they don’t) but rather because the loose
ends are left hanging there, in part, as provocations
to the audience to pick them up and run with them in
directions I can’t anticipate or control.
I don’t like telling people what to think. I prefer showing them how I think. At the personal level, like the
stereotypical art student I’ve just invoked, I feel ambivalent towards people who are theoretically fluent.
I prefer to have whatever message I’m trying to convey secreted in the mix. Generally speaking, I can’t
summarize what it is I’m trying to say anyway. When
I first received these invitations to speak in public
before strangers, I felt nervous and intimidated.
Why would they pay me to travel thousands of miles
and put me up in some hotel to “deliver a paper?” I
could write a “paper” at home, print it out and send
it to the organizers through the mail. In other words,
the mailman is the person who should deliver the
paper. I couldn’t see what my actual physical presence would add. At the same time, I also found and
continue to find most academic conferences not
only boring but highly inefficient as communicative
events. I found I couldn’t follow what people were
saying at conferences even if it wasn’t particularly
complex because I felt so alienated from the format.
So I decided, when accepting invitations to speak
in academic contexts, to ignore audience expectations and the established conventions of scholarly
delivery as much as possible and to try to invent new
ways of presenting ideas and making arguments
using slides, audio and video clips, humor, rhythm,
iteration, performative gestures and varied modes
of address (switching between vernacular, scholarly, “personal,” analytical and incantatory styles of
speech). Usually the formats I opt for place pressure
on the technical resources of the host institutions
and typically there are long, sometimes tense exchanges with the organizers and back-up staff about
the equipment I’ll need and the fact that I prefer to
djing/jing it all myself from the front. I’ve found that
oftentimes organizers will claim it’s logistically and
technically impossible to set up a talk in this way
which is simply untrue - it just takes preparation,
commitment, a little more work and, most important, a willingness to improvise. However, I’ve also
found in many cases that these objections mask a
more profound discomfort with/resistance to the
conceptual/categorical implications of what I want
to do. Professors aren’t supposed to be manual
hands-on laborers, teckies, djs etc. Universities are
the last hide out for 19th century knowledge/practice hierarchies and the idea of a professor/speaker
coming in and moving chairs and tables around etc
to reconfigure and modify the space and to directly
alter what can be imagined and done inside it is still
often seen as improper. So when I do these talks I try
to allow time for the inevitable struggle over definitions of what constitutes a “talk,” and over who or
what gets to define and control the space of the auditorium and how it is to be used, etc. I think these
issues of control over space and the temporary occupation and seizure of institutional spaces are all
too frequently neglected political issues which need
to be taken on more aggressively in cultural studies
pedagogy/the culture of pedagogy.
As far as others doing similar work is concerned,
people like Arthur and Marilouise Kroker did some
critical theory rap performances in the 80’s and now,
of course, everybody uses Powerpoint. Personally I
tend to steer clear of digital technologies as much
as possible (I prefer audio tape to CDs, video tape to

dvd’s) and I have an aversion to Powerpoint in particular - it takes the edges off of rough ideas and
makes happy accidents and unintended conjunctions less likely than analog forms of information
storage and collage which are more reliably prone
to interesting forms of decay. Moreover, I’m superstitious enough to believe that analog formats still
carry what I call “the stain of the real,” i.e., are still
contiguously magical because they possess a direct
physical link to the original source (of the sound or
image) unlike digital which translates the world into
code before delivering it back cleaned up as “pristine” reproduction. In fact, I believe we face a growing crisis in the collective immune system because
in general we as a species don’t eat enough dirt. In
the end, I’d prefer what I do to be seen as an extension of the interruptive traditions of performance
art and video art that come out of American conceptualism in the 70’s rather than to have it affiliated
with the interpretive traditions that still underpin
contemporary critical work in the Humanities (e.g.,
Performance studies).
BE: Someone described to me a lecture/performance that you recently gave in which you threw
ping-pong balls at the audience. This sounds fun
and I would like to know just a little bit more about
it.
DH: The ping-pong balls are part of a presentation
I delivered originally for a Performance Studies
conference at NYU (see sentence above!) on vertigo
and autobiography. The ping-pong balls are used as
three-dimensional punctuation marks in a reflexive
rearview auto-bio account of a schizophrenic experience. The entire talk “takes place” in a psychiatric
ward where the only games permitted are table tennis and scrabble. Scrabble also figures literally both
in slides of select words from the talk spelled out
with scrabble tiles and projected on a screen behind
my head and as a prop - I sit throughout the duration of the performance at a table with a scrabble
board and commence playing/making moves every
time I show a video clip or play a fragment of found
sound. At one point, the performance also involves
me pouring a glass of water at a height of 8 feet onto
a tee-shirt emblazoned with the auto-bio code word,
“Cadillac” which, incidentally, was the car I drove

before, or after I first came to California and which I
think, therefore, makes me what I am.
BE: Do audiences for your presentations react differently in Europe vs. the United States?
DH: The differences between US and European
audiences are less important than the differences
between different kinds of institutional settings.
Art colleges generally provide more congenial platforms for the kind of work I do than Humanities or
social science departments in universities. Art makers, faculty, and students alike, tend to get the gist
of what I’m trying to do and to appreciate it more
readily than do more traditionally identified/defined
scholars.
BE: If you were to play an instructor in the next Harry Potter film, what sort of arcane magic would you
teach?
DH: Though I haven’t read the novels or seen the
Harry Potter films, I’d be most interested in teaching divination and sleight-of-hand/ moving targetism (find-the-lady, etc).
BE: Most readers of the Lonely Seagull will be familiar with the inter-relationship of the early Velvet
Underground and Andy Warhol’s Factory. Some may
even be aware of the inspiration that mod bands
like the Who, the Creation (“Our music is red with
purple flashes”), and the Move drew from Pop Art
and “Happenings.” In your investigations into style
and popular culture, have you come across any other significant instances of fine art inspiring and/or
having a symbiotic relationship with rock n roll?
DH: I think the relation between visual art and music is now integral (the tight integration of visuals
and sound in digital technologies/the Internet have
sealed the deal). I wouldn’t necessarily privilege
rock n’ roll at this point. DJ culture - dance music,
trance, trip hop, etc. - was, for instance, as much a
part of the international metropolitan installation art
scene in the 90’s (e.g. the New York and Brit Art gallery milieux) as jazz was for the Cedar Ab-Ex crowd
in NYC in the 50’s. It’s not just a matter of what gets
played at the parties and openings. Sound, in the
form of ambient/ interactive sonic environments,
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BE: What do you think are the most common misperceptions about intellectuals in the United States?
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DH: The most common misconceptions about intellectuals in the USA are that they are “Thinkers” not
“doers,” “phony” not “authentic,” “European” (or in
shorthand, “French”) not “American,” “observers”
not “actors,” “dreamers” not “realists,” “artificial”
not “natural,” etc., etc. You can run the binaries forever with the appositional terms for “intellectual”
always subordinate and negative. In the USA it is ok
to be a “thinker” working professionally within proscribed limits as say, a credentialed, salaried academic or a corporate employee in middle management - e.g., an “ideas person.” It is also ok to think
rigorously and instrumentally aka “outside the box”
as say, an entrepreneur/ corporate trouble-shooter,
an inventor, inspirational speaker or fad manufacturer. However, to think freely and rigorously but
non-instrumentally (i.e., critically) is regarded as
simultaneously presumptuous (ungodly/prideful)
and un-American (unpatriotic/non-utilitarian). This
is the familiar populist American myth of intellectuals as an effete/”effeminate” (or ungendered, i.e.,
desexualized)/alien elite and it’s led directly to a
situation in which a bona fide elite - the Bushites
- supported by a burgeoning evangelical lobby (the
combined congregations of Southern Baptists and
Assemblies of God churches in the US are now estimated at approx 29 million) assisted by the pit bulls
of the Right (Fox, Clear Channel, Limbaugh et. al.)
have managed, virtually without challenge at least
until the beginning of the election cycle earlier this
year, to seize power in the name of “ordinary Americans” while serving an array of special interests the mega wealthy, the big corporations, the energy,
armaments and military supply industries, Christian
fundamentalists, etc. It’s this idea that autonomous
critical thinking is somehow intrinsically “un-American”- churlishly opposed to the generously freewheeling, can-do spirit animating the “American
experiment” that has licensed the atrophy to impotence and silence of the so-called Fourth Estate.
At the risk of sounding residually chauvinistic, I’d
contrast the dismal performance of the US media
with regard to what has happened to the world under the “watch” of the Bush administration against
the performance of the UK media where, despite being home to “America’s staunchest allies,” the press
and (non-Murdoch-owned) broadcast TV networks
continue to sustain a commitment to aggressively
investigative, independent and critically combative
coverage and commentary on the Iraq war.
There are of course many heterogeneous factors and
forces contributing to the marginalization of “critical
public” intellectuals in this country. The insulated
character of most large US universities and the interlocking treadmills of PhD training and the tenure
track audition-ordeal further marginalize and puncture what in a healthier climate would be the enlivening critical potential of intellectual discourse.
At the same time, the hectoring/ supercilious tone
and self-righteous demeanor of some of those who
claim to be radical intellectuals don’t exactly help
when it comes to winning hearts and minds. That’s
not to say that the war of ideas is a beauty contest
because (John Edwards please note) it isn’t. I think
the liberal left in this country is far too polite and
“oversocialized” as Ted Kaczynski once put it to be
effective combatants. But I think we need to detach
the critical intellectual project from the way the intellectual has been conventionally figured, set up,
framed and positioned in the same way that I was

But the word “innocence” has an interesting history
and provenance. Remember, in its original uses it
means the opposite not of knowledge but of guilt.
The word innocent, stemming from the Latin in-

BE: Whenever a certain song is played is causes you
to shape-shift into a certain animal for 24 hours.
What is the song and what is the animal? .
DH: The song: “Machine Gun” by Jimi Hendrix (the
version recorded live at the Filmore East, NY, NY,
January 1970). The animal: a bleeding shark.
BE: In the groundbreaking 60’s claymation cartoon,
“Gumby,” the title character has the magical ability to “walk into any book.” The printed word becomes a tangible environment that Gumby explores,
interacts with, and, in alternatingly humorous and
harrowing adventures, resolves conflict. What texts
would you like to experience in this fashion?
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DH: Libations get poured out in my house willy nilly.
The dead visit me unsummonsed.

nocentem meaning not guilty meant originally in
English harmless, blameless: two adjectives that I
believe simply don’t apply to dis-gnostic states and
subjects. In the late 14th century innocence acquired by association the further meanings of simplicity and lack of cunning. Subsequently burdened
with the legacy of 200 years or so of European and
American romanticism, innocence is now bound up
with the linked notions - foundational both to New
World and New Age thinking - of noble savagery,
primitive simplicity, impeccable awe and spiritual
wonderment, openness to encounter, child-like ingenuousness and purity. Dis-gnosis connotes, by
way of contrast, simulated innocence. It thus contains a paradox as banal and yet as sinister as the
one conveyed by the word dis-ingenuousness, which
refers to simulated candor, calculated frankness. In
other words, getting back to the question, there’s
absolutely nothing innocent or blameless or revolutionary or democratic about American anti-intellectualism. It’s viciously authoritarian, infantilizing,
feudal and anti-democratic.

,”

BE: If you could pour out libations and rouse the
spirits of the dead long enough for a conversation,
who would you summon?

arguing just now that we have to attack and reconfigure the image/voice of authority/the space of the
podium. Critical thinking doesn’t always come clad
in an identifiable costume with its credentials stenciled on its sleeves or inscribed on its bow-tie. It can
be masked and anonymous like the activists operating in the anti-globalization movement. For instance
when I watched British satirist, Ali G. the other night
on HBO interviewing Gore Vidal I realized that rather
than a contest between a jester and a king what I
was witnessing was a jousting match between two
extremely bright critical intellectuals each of whom
was addressing different demographic segments of
the same potential audience from what appeared
to be inimically opposed but which were, in fact, at
another level, radically complementary angles. We
need to develop a critical imagination and critical
reflexes capable of feeling comfortable and operating effectively in that kind of jumbled-up discursive space where mixed signals, crossed wires and
clashing accents/languages complicate the transmission of any clear or simple “message” because
that’s the nature of the hyper-mediated, hypersaturated world (rather than the graduate seminar room) we live in. Perhaps what we need today
in academia are fewer Endowed Chairs and more
people who can think on their feet. Either way the
exploitable North American mythology of the intellectual-as-inauthentic-alien is one of the keys to the
success of the neo-con conjuring/confidence trick.
In the end, perhaps the most common wrongheaded
idea about public, left leaning intellectuals is that
America has them in significant numbers. It doesn’t.
The only radical ideas that get any legitimacy and
air play these days are coming from the right – from
the slew of well endowed private right wing think
tanks that have sprouted on the edges of the Us
media-scape over the last thirty years or so. Since
the mid- 70’s when the Right began winning all the
significant victories in the Culture Wars, US society,
unsurprisingly, has been increasingly re-organized
to prohibit the training, rewarding or nurturance of
forms of radical criticality that might lead to first -or
even second-order questioning of the new, invented
“foundational” American myths about freedom, free
markets, deregulation, individualism, the privileging of religious faith over secular reasoning, the
evils of Big Government, trickle-down economics,
zero tolerance, the war on drugs, etc., etc. What it
produces instead are large numbers of academics,
policy wonks, spin-meisters, accredited “experts”
of one kind or another. What it produces instead of
critical reflection and open-ended debate is what,
in reference to the success of the Disney myth machine, I call “dis-gnosis” from the prefix “dis” meaning opposite of and “gnosis,” meaning knowledge.
I use the word dis-gnosis to refer to those mechanisms which bestow a positive value on and reserve
practical and professional benefits or a disposition
towards awkward or inconvenient knowledge that
resists its acquisition, that suppresses its articulation, that doesn’t just idealize child-like reactions
and responses and the myriad associated simulacra
that support ad infinitum the intricate machinery of
not-and-never—knowing, but which actively reward
states of arrested development, denial, disavowal
and unacknowledgement. There’s a massive investment in this country in the idea of “innocence”(a
keyword, of course, in the Disney construction of
both childhood and America-as-New-World/YoungCountry). The idea of innocence as a distinctively
New World spiritual value in-and-of-itself animates
not just the Magic Kingdom but also accounts for
phenomena as diverse as the explosive growth of
the US health club, cosmetic surgery, dietary supplement, and botox industries, the prevalence of
“born-again” rhetorics and ideologies, the extraordinary inwardness of US news (e.g., CNN’s “Global
Minute” 60 second digest of what’s happening in the
rest of the world) and the air of bewilderment that
characterized official responses in the immediate
wake of 9/11 (“Why do they hate us ?”)

l
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sound design and engineered soundscapes is now a
legitimated material and medium in art. The incorporation of sound works into the art world is a result
of the decentering/dethronement of the visual that
began in earnest with conceptualism and minimalism in the 60’s and 70’s.

DH: The texts I’ve already experienced in this way
include Schreber’s (1903) “Memoirs of My Nervous
Illness,” Samuel Beckett’s “Not-I” and “Watt,” some
graffiti in a restroom in Milwaukee and the Book of
Revelations. I would not volunteer to undertake a
similarly “tangible” stroll through any other texts.
POST SCRIPT
BE: Why a bleeding shark?
DH: I thought of a shark because the song is a war
machine with Jimi waging the (love) war with his
electric axe. It’s also about a war machine (the machine gun) and about a State that’s becoming a War
Machine (the US in Vietnam) and the shark is perhaps the closest thing the animal kingdom has to
a war machine. But the machine is killing its own
and the axe man is wounded (he only lived a few
months after that recording) though “after a while,”
Hendrix says, “your bullets don’t cause me pain,”
so the shark is also dying. I imagine a shark that’s
bleeding to death might be a target for others of its
kind. I imagine it might even tear itself to pieces in
a feeding frenzy and this makes me think both of
Goya’s depictions of war and what happened in Vietnam (so prominently in the news again right now)
and, more importantly, what is happening today in
post “mission accomplished” Iraq. Finally the image
of a wounded shark turning back on its wounded
flank to eat itself is the submarine equivalent of the
Oraborous: the snake eating its own tail - a symbol
which keeps coming back in my own work (e.g., it
frames a piece I wrote last year on Robert Smithson’s “Spiral Jetty”) as a metaphor for all kinds of
things (including, incidentally, my “process.”)
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From A-Z, 2002

Lars arrhenius
Coming to terms with the eternal return.

“Yes, as I told you I feel confident with how he
thinks and I can relate to his comments. If he says
that there is something wrong with a character, I
am willing to adjust it. After all, it is Johannes who
makes all the animations. The pictogram is very
anonymous, and my work doesn’t depend on the
artistic hand being visible. But it is important that
the artistic concept is. That is why it is important to
work with someone who knows what you are aiming at.”
“So how do you create your worlds?”
“Well it is a bit like a puzzle, you start off with the
easy pieces, and then you try to follow the logic of
the world. For instance, in The Street we began
with placing the disco in the bottom floor of the
apartment building. But that is illogical; no tenants
would accept that situation. So we moved it to the
office building and put in a bowling hall instead.”
“Puzzles have a finite amount of pieces, but your
worlds don’t. How do you know when the puzzle is
solved?”
“You just know. You test various combinations and
all of a sudden you’re done. I used to paint before
I started with the pictograms. I think it is the same
thing there, really. Same kind of testing.”
“You animate in a computer. Is that stressful? I
mean, a lot of people feel that they never are done
with anything anymore. That everything can be redone.”
“No. I can see why that could be a problem, but it
doesn’t affect me.”
“Tell me a bit more of the worlds you insert your
characters in and the relationship between the inhabitants.”
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For a couple of years, pictogram have been the
starting point for artist Lars Arrhenius. He uses,
as in the insert Carpe Diem, the recognizable figures from instructive signs that surround us, but
he builds an entire world around them. Arrhenius’
figures do not tell us where the bathroom is or
how we should disembark the aircraft in case of an
emergency. They are rather very much like any ordinary sinner, very much like you and me; caught
in the rat race, trying to deal with it. So far his project has resulted in both pictorial stories and some
films, which he makes with his old friend, Johannes
Müntzing.
“Philosopher Otto Neurath kind of invented the pictogram in order to establish certain stereotypes of
the typical person” says Arrhenius over the phone.
“But I didn’t know that when I started to work with
them”.
Well, I have to confess that I didn’t know of Neurath
either, but I feel I get the general idea. It’s a bit like
Britton William Galton who by the end of the 19th
century tried to identify the looks of the true felon
by superimposing several photo-negatives of criminals. Not such a nice reference, perhaps. But maybe
this is what makes Arrhenius project so interesting:
he tries to insert life into the stereotype. In our day
and age, this is more than just commendable…
Lars Arrhenius stayed in London for a while. Later,
while getting lost in another metropolis, Berlin, he

realized the beauty of the A-Z map. It’s really like
that, isn’t it? The things you lack the most are the
things you hardly paid any attention before you lost
them and realized how much you needed them. But
to Arrhenius this called attention to the map itself,
not the use it could have for him, but the very structure of the A-Z itself. He had been looking for some
kind of structure, and now, there in Berlin, he found
it by losing it.
“I got several proposals after that one, making new
maps for other cities. But it never interested me”
Arrhenius recounts. “I like to find new concepts to
work from.”

and it works for them. But I really can’t. So far, I
have been lucky: when the museum in Santiago
di Compostella commissioned the film The Street
they bought my idea without any complaints. But
the show was very much about the town of Santiago
and I know that many artists had to adjust to that or
just not be part of the show. That is one of the beautiful things with working with pictograms: people
think it looks very much like their hometown. I have
heard this in almost every place I have shown the
film.”
Still from the film “The Street” 2004

“But it does seem to me that you like to narrow the
options in beforehand?” I inquired. “Not only do you
work with recognizable figures in your art, but you
also appropriate or create milieus that are easily
grasped and understood?”
“Yes I do. But I have difficulties with subordination
to somebody else’s will. I really do. I reserve the
right to be in charge of what I should and shouldn’t
do. I do, for instance, find it hard to accept a too narrow concept from a curator. I am happy to accept
an invitation, but I need to be in charge of my work.
Save Johannes, who animates the films. We know
each other well enough for me to trust his opinions.
It’s not a moral thing: I know a lot of artists that
are fine with doing art after somebody else’s ideas,

“Well, so far I have aimed at a world that is easily understood, a bit the same with the pictograms.
In The Street the framework is 24 hours in a city,
where people live, work and enjoy themselves, in
A-Z it is the map and in Carpe Diem it is, again, 24
hours, but here we follow one family. People meet
causally, a bit like the way they do in films like Short
Cuts. I have been working more with this kind of narrative in my recent project Habitat that I presented
almost as a wall frieze in which you can follow what
happens at different floors in an apartment house
and how various people’s actions randomly affect
the lives of another. Johannes and I are currently
working on making a film out of Habitat.”
“There is a certain sadness about your worlds,
something I think that is enhanced with the way you
worked with sound in The Street.”

“So you don’t like any curator to tell you what to do,
but you are fine with letting Johannaes Müntzing
into the creative process?”

“Well, since the worlds pretty much are circular
there will of course be a tone of pointlessness to
them. The same things happen every day, day after day and what happens is nothing you would remember much. That has always been important in
my work. It is an ever-day life for an every-day citizen. We have our sad sides and our good sides but
we don’t stand out much. Sometimes this rat race
is more depressing than in other cases. The pictogram is also kind of a sad story, because you can’t
really give them personality. It’s like in the figures
in Carpe Diem I have been scribbling on. Somehow
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the scribble doesn’t stick.”
“That is depressing, maybe because this fate probably is applicable to all our lives. Is this something
you will continue examining?”
“Partly. My next project is to complete the Habitat film. The production time for the films tend be
longer for each one; we have been working on this
one for a year and a half. Then I have some plans
for what you might call an abstract science fiction
movie that does not depend on the pictogram.”
“Do you feel that you are done with the pictograms?”
“Maybe. Not with the pictograms as such, but what I
feel I can say with them. I feel that I want to express
something different in the future. Sometimes I think
that has to do with age. I don’t just want to only reflect anymore. I don’t know, I like Öyvind Fahlström;
he knew how to provoke. At the same time, I think

I like communicating more than he did. But I would
like to communicate more of a message, breaking
the Nietzschian eternal return.”
”Sounds a bit like Michel Foucault’s idea of trying
to find a way of resisting those powers he spent his
life to identify. A hope for that resistance isn’t useless after all. Is this something you are searching
for? A happiness outside the rat race?”
“I don’t know, but I know that I would like to contribute to a formulation of that ‘happiness’. An alternative to just saying ‘this is the way things work
where I live.’”
By Håkan Nilsson
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Jay Ryan is a poster
and print maker
from Chicago.

>

capitalistpig 1998 asset management promo poster 17.5” x 23”
Kings of Convenience, three color screenprint, 12” x 24”, 2004.
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Jay Ryan is a poster and print maker with the soul
of a kid; founder of the indie silk-screen shop T he
Bird Machine; bass player for the band Dianogah.
A native of Chicago, Ryan has developed something
of a cult following in the independent music scene
for his posters for bands like Kings of Convenience, Stereolab, Rockets over Sweden, Interpol. T he aesthetic of these posters is startlingly
cute, with a bit of a dark edge, and have a winning
do-it-yourself local flavor. Ryan’s one of those
young artists whose appealing doodles fit into the
craft-oriented graphic style in vogue at the moment.
With a monograph in the works at Chicago’s Punk
Planet Press, several recent exhibitions in Europe,
and a growing demand for him on the art school
lecture circuit, Ryan is having a blast doing what he
does best: great posters full of adorable details
and moments. _

Andrew Bird,The Mysterious Production of Eggs, “Tables &
Chairs,” seven color screenprint, 19” x 25”, 2005.
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Jay Ryan at Feinkunst Krueger art gallery, five color screenprint, 12” x 24”, 2004.

T he cute factor in his work finds parallels everywhere at the beginning of the 21st century, including the hyper-sweetness of
Japanese kawaii, the shimmery 3-D figures that bounce and float through designer Amy Franceschini’s digital landscapes, and the
ephemeral, small sounds of the Icelandic band Mum. T he winsome quality of Ryan’s version of cute is partly due to the menagerie
of animals populating them. Some pose cutely next to barbecue grills, others are stacked in precarious towers, or hold little
coffee cups. T here are no sexy, scantily clad girls in his posters, just vulnerable, innocent squirrels, cats, bears, monkeys, young
boys, and birds—all with wide faces, wide-set eyes. Regardless of species, they all seem intimately related sharing as they do the
cute DNA of Ryan’s friendly, hugely competent drawing style.
His brand of the cute aesthetic shares something of the “soft revolt” anthropologist Sharon Kinsella sees in Japanese cute
style. T he particular world Ryan creates has no adult humans in it, no signifiers of work and grown-up responsibility—it’s an
alternate world with some extreme fun going on—as in the poster where a skinny kid is furiously “skating” a couple of audio
speakers as if they were a skateboard, the rest of the sound system hurtling alongside him. T here’s no Disney infantilization:
the kids and the animals all evoke a keen sense of independence and emotion. An early poster for Stereolab from 1996 depicts a
young boy wearing a horned sort of Viking helmet, brandishing an ax. He’s balanced precariously on a box, floating downriver,
with two arrows in the back. He looks desperately frail, but at the same time incredibly fearless. You want to fight on his side,
and at the same time there’s the temptation to read the scene as an allegory for all sorts of contemporary situations artists
and musicians might find themselves in.
Stereolab, eight color screenprint, 17” x 21”, 1997.

T he darker subtexts to the posters temper Ryan’s wonderful tenderness, however, pushing them away from any sickly sweet
sentiments. T his is a knowing cuteness that points to unsettling complications. T he sky falls, animals stampede, mayhem seems imminent. One of a series of enigmatic illustrations Ryan did recently for Andrew Bird’s new CD T he Mysterious Production of
Eggs, is frighteningly apocalyptic. Against the distant background of a city skyline, a sweet fluffy lamb, a chicken, and a goat-like
creature sit around a picnic blanket, apparently sharing pie, coffee and milk. T he dark twist is that they are all on fire, towering
infernos of flame and smoke spewing from their bodies. Another sinister scene occurs in a poster for the band TV on the Radio:
here, a horde of delicately drawn bombs—all a sweet baby blue—fall from the sky, along with a lone, antique-looking radio. In
others innocent squirrels intently play with guns, or a huge bear quietly looks up from devouring a boy who looks uncannily like
Ryan. I t’s this double register of sweet and dark that pulls the viewer, like any good fairy tale, into a recognizably horrific
world despite the imaginative displacements that make one smile.

TV on the Radio, three color screenprint, 18” x 24”, 2004.
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i am kloot, 12.5 x 19 inches, was printed on dark grey paper. march 17, 2005,

T hese moments of darkness lurk in this cute world in an undecided, ambiguous way. Danger and panic are in the air, but the
context remains mysterious, full of portent. In the print “Tiny Car,” the moment is almost filmic, but truncated because it’s just
a single “frame” that floats in an indeterminate space without resolution or certainty. T his is a good example of Ryan’s nonband, non-commissioned work, but there’s the same kind of affectivity in play. He zeroes in on a couple of guys in a small car.
T he driver—wearing dark-rimmed glasses—grips the wheel, deathly intent on the road ahead. His companion glances fearfully at
something we can’t see, out of the frame. Dramatic orthogonal lines create a threateningly animated landscape, also suggesting the
vehicle’s speed. T here’s no way of knowing what’s going on, but it’s altogether poignant, immediately moving, nonetheless.
Ryan’s affection for his characters—human and animal alike—is matched by the clear love he has for letters. T he amount of text
on some posters is dizzying, especially when you think about cutting it all out of rubylith, part of the labor-intensive silkscreen
process. In some early posters, typography jars with the line quality of his drawing. But now everything is done by hand, and
the result is so satisfying. T he ambient value of handhewn letters can’t be over-estimated within the contemporary context of
digital font saturation. Ryan is in good company here: designers and artists such as Chris Ware, Stefan Sagmeister, Edward Fella
(to name only a few) display a similar affection for calligraphy over type. T here is something irresistible in the curves and lines
of Ryan’s lettering—his quirky way of making some letters smaller than others in the same line, his use of hand-drawn rules to
separate lines of text, building them up in an almost archeological layering, his fearless use of letters as pattern and texture.
Ryan’s handcrafted lettering does create an appealing atmosphere, an ambience that is also registered at the level of the indexical—the trace, the mark of the low-tech screen print technology. Because his posters are produced in relatively small runs at
T he Bird Machine, there’s not the slightest whiff of mass-production about them. You can feel the layers of paint laid down in
the physical pull of the squeegee across the surface of the paper. T he hand-made texture is further enhanced by Ryan’s preference
for inexpensive degradable substrates like thin newsprint and chipboard—a cheap, rough, brown uncoated stock that materially
signals a refusal of the slick. T his physical materiality presents a sincere alternative to the digital—there’s a sense of immediacy and
authenticity, of a reality that is endearingly low-tech. I t’s a perfect match for Ryan’s dark-tinged version of the cute aesthetic.
Debra Riley is professor of design history at Columbia College in Chicago, Illinois.
Parts of this essay will appear in the forthcoming monograph on Jay Ryan’s posters, to be published by Punk Planet Press.

mammoth. ‘art’ print for “twenty bills” 2004
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Illustration no.1 Raphael: Preparatory drawing for The Adoration of the kings and shepherds. c.1503. Pen and brown ink. Nationalmuseum, Stockholm

Illustration no.2 Rembrandt: An elephant. Black chalk. Dated 1637. Albertina, Vienna
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Drawing
By Per Bjurström

Giorgio Vasari (1511-1574) was an artist who had

the work of artists that would distinguish them from

impact of Vasari’s theory. The first was that Vasari

been educated by the humanist Pollastro to become

other craftsmen. The keywords were disegno (draw-

showed that drawing was not merely the practical

a learned practitioner of his vocation. Alongside his

ing, linear design) as a form of idealism while colo-

capacity to depict but could also communicate intel-

artistic production he was also active as a theoreti-

rito (use of colour) served as a symbol of uncompli-

lectual content. The other was that the theory was re-

cian, art historian and collector of drawings. At a time

cated naturalism. This framework was to provide the

garded as a form of literature or belles-lettres. It was

when artists were beginning to assert their indepen-

basis of almost all the theories about painting that

further developed by Paolo Pino:Il disegno embraces

dence of the craft guilds and medieval hierarchies,

were to follow, from Agucchi, Bellori, Abbé Dubois

general knowledge of the world which enables the

Vasari sought to find the key that would offer artists

and Sir Joshua Reynolds to Winckelmann, Lessing,

artist to proceed from merely rendering nature to

entry to a freer, academic world. This involved creat-

Quatremère de Quincy and Charles Blanc.

reproducing or creating scenes from history, poetry

ing a theoretical basis and intellectual foundation for

There is a twofold explanation for the strength of the

and the Scripture.

Vasari created a collection of drawings on which to

as common property that could be used again and

by sketch the development of a visual concept from

base his writing about the history of art. He was af-

again.

the vaguest inkling of an idea to its full-fledged out-

ter all an artist himself and realized the significant

Drawing embodies the hesitant beginning of the cre-

come. It is in the drawing that the artist reveals his

role played by sketches in the creative process. As a

ative process in its most spontaneous phase. Here

intentions and where the creative impulse to present

collector he was a pioneer and he acquired his mate-

the artist is exposed to a minimum of external influ-

his message is brought forth. The image is born in

rial straight from the workshops and studios of art-

ence – he is working for himself, in a monologue,

joy or pain – it might protrude in ecstasy or agony but

ists, mainly in Florence. Many of these workshops

making his own choices, setting the limits for what

mostly the original idea needs a number of modifica-

and studios were family businesses that had been

the image may express, concentrating on essentials

tions.

handed down from father to son, from master to pu-

and able, if necessary, to start again from scratch to

Vasari was the first to recognize the correspondence

pil through generations. The sketches were regarded

test new solutions. It is often possible to trace sketch

between the pen-work of the artist and his personal

handwriting. ”We learn from experience to recognize

the beginning of an artistic process in which the art-

one of the first to show discernment in revealing the

further function as preparation for a painting.

artist Lennart Rodhe was almost constantly draw-

of the branches. He makes note of the asymmetrical

the style of different artists just as an efficient secre-

ist hesitantly puts down on paper a few contours,

muscles of nude bodies, as can be seen from draw-

Some hundred years later Rembrandt used his pen

ing. All of his major compositions were preceded by

placement of the gravestones, how some stand tall

tary recognizes the handwritings of all his colleagues

chooses a selection of shapes, pursues some ideas,

ings in our book done by him in chiaroscuro.”

not merely to prepare his pictures but as a support

an abundance of studies, and since Rodhe – being

while others have a slant. A lonely wanderer moves

as well as other people recognize the handwritings of

abandons others. We can follow an intellectual activ-

The drawing, from c. 1470, represents eleven male

for his memory in recording incidents from his pri-

somewhat pedantic – started dating his drawings at

between the trees. The buildings on the other side of

their friends and relatives.” This is valid still to day:

ity in its most elementary stages and see how ideas

figures, a small bear and a dog disposed on four lev-

vate and professional life. He depicts trivial scenes

an early stage, it is possible to follow the trail of his

the church yard can be seen in the background. It is

Most of us are able to identify about a hundred differ-

become clearer sketch by sketch, to mature and be

els of a twelve-sided structure. The central figure in

from his home with the same enthusiasm as he de-

thoughts in detail.

November, the leaves have fallen, the trunks reach

ent handwritings.

refined. All the time two forces are competing for

the foreground is presented as the basic formula of

scribes imaginary actions from the Old Testament.

When Lennart Rodhe (1916–2005) finished his studies

upwards, verticals dominate and the atmosphere is

From handwriting to styles of drawing is no great

mastery. The artist’s highly personal desire to find

an all’antica nude, shown frontally in contrapposto.

With a few simple lines, he makes a subdued depic-

at the Royal Academy of Art in Stockholm in 1944, he

serene. The gravestones and occasional visitors ap-

remove. If closer study is made not merely of the ad-

expression, which in reality knows no limits, and the

Most of the other figures are arranged in counter-

tion of an intimate, loving scene between mother and

moved back to his mother in Uppsala, whose house

pear as solemn shapes in a hall of pillars. Peace and

dress but the entire text of a letter, the experience

pictorial conventions and the system of iconography

point: two lateral figures step up and down respec-

child (illustration 6).

was located across the street from a church yard.

quiet reign.

will be less clear-cut. There we find the stable fac-

that has formed part of his training. In most cases

tively, four stand upon the parapet while two more

When he first faced an elephant in 1637, he was in

Soon, he was obsessed by the image of the church

At this point, Rodhe seems ready to turn the church

tors, the remnants of influences on the writer during

these elements pose no obstacles for the viewer’s

appear in the background.

an entirely different mood, using a generous amount

yard. Since this was at the late stage of the war, this

yard into a stage. He emphasizes certain elements

early schooling when the whole array of shapes con-

understanding of the image. He will rapidly grasp the

Less than twenty-five years later Raphael creates

of black crayon in a pattern of sharp, thick lines al-

was a logical association, but the subject matter also

with ink and signals an increasing expressive urge

cealed in the letters of the alphabet take form.

codes, construe the contents of the image and infer

a composition with by and large the same number

luding to the rough hide and the overwhelming vol-

offered several possibilities related to Rodhe’s in-

(illustration 5). In a chalk he tries to find new mean-

But there are also the less stable elements – the

the artist’s intentions. If the material is plentiful and

of figures, characterized by perfection in depict-

ume of the animal. He signed the drawing in large

terest in complicated spatial relationships. At first,

ings in the image: The figure of a gravedigger was

text may have been written in haste, the shapes are

uninterrupted so that it is easy to trace the flow of

ing the positions and attitudes of the harmoniously

letters and sweeping lines, evoking the grand scale

his artistic research developed along three different

previously featured in a realistic sketch, but now he

less distinct, letters at the ends of words contract

thought from sheet to sheet, the experience of the

proportioned characters that form the composition

of the motif itself (illustration 2). Actually, this is the

lines: a study of the subject matter and its compo-

is given further symbolic relevance. In a fragmen-

into flourishes, etc. The writer’s mood also sets its

artistic process is more fruitful and conclusions can

(illustration 1). Each single figure and each group of

only drawing we can be certain that Rembrandt ever

nents, the discontinuity of space and the “metamor-

tary, although fundamentally realistic, image of the

stamp: joy, anger, sorrow or anxiety speak to us not

be drawn with greater certainty.

characters had of course been the subject of a great

signed! The meeting with the elephant must have

phoses” of foliage. The result was an unpretentious

church yard he has incorporated a pair of lovers in

only in the text but also in the movements of the hand

An early example is a drawing where a number of

number of drawings, close studies of details, posi-

been a major event for him. Probably, this was the

color lithograph which was printed in an edition of

the left of the foreground and the gravedigger to the

in more or less harmonious configurations. When we

separate studies have been brought together in one

tions etc. before Raphael was prepared to create the

only elephant in Europe during the first part of the

eight. There are more than sixty preliminary studies

right, emblems of life and death, and visual coun-

glance at the contents, therefore, we are not only

sheet to form a rudimentary composition (illustration

complete image. His goal was to present a harmoni-

17th century, and the same animal was later admired

for this image. I have chosen to comment on four of

terparts to the juxtaposition of the living tree trunks

able to identify who wrote the letter but also learn a

3). Vasari, who once owned the sheet, considered it

ous unity where all the elements concur into a seem-

in Rome, where Bernini, Poussin and Pietro Testa all

these.

and the dead matter of the tombstones. The humans

great deal about our correspondent’s current state

as a drawing by a rather obscure artist, Dello Delli, a

ingly obvious whole. The strength of Raphael’s draw-

made drawings of it.

Rodhe’s starting point was reality (illustration 4). In

mirror the shapes of the inanimate objects, while ex-

of mind.

painter and sculptor who collaborated with Uccello.

ings was his calligraphic lines, drawn without any

the earlier drawings, the degree of abstraction is

pressing a furious energy.

He comments on Dello in the following words:

hesitation. The drawing thus became an aesthetic

The importance of drawing in the artistic process is

low, the images have a narrative, illustrative qual-

However, this compositional exercise turns out to

“Dello was no very good draughtsman, but was surely

object as an end in itself, although it would have a

still a relevant issue. The recently deceased Swedish

ity. He studies the trunks and follows the patterns

be fruitless. We can see how the rough and expres-

In a drawing we not only find all these elements
but a great deal more as well. Drawing embodies
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Illustration no.3 Dello Delli: Pattern sheet of all’antica nudes in various attitudes. c.1475. Point of the brush and brown ink,heightened with white on blue paper. Nationalmuseum, Stockholm

Illustration no.4 Lennart Rodhe: The Cemetary. Preparatory drawing. Pencil. 1/11 1944

Illustration no.5 Lennart Rodhe: The Cemetary. Preparatory drawing. Pencil,
pen and black ink. Undated
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Illustration no.6 Lennart Rodhe: The Cemetary. Preparatory drawing. Pencil. 26/2 1945

Illustration no.7 Rembrandt: Mother and child. c.1630. Pen and brown ink. Nationalmuseum, Stockholm

sive shapes of the trees are substituted for gentle,

tems of shapes on different scales: All outlines are

of rectangular shapes with diagonal lines, shades

to transform the pictorial space from his paintings

ity to theater is obvious. The light, which in nature

tioned, just like mirrors are used to alter the rules

sweeping lines and Rodhe instead tries to find the

extended and overlap (illustration 8). A whirling grid

some of the resulting squares and leaves others

into three-dimensional space. Picasso, and after

is sifted through branches, leaves and patches of

of perception in an amusement park.

potential in the spatial qualities of the motif.

appears with a resulting ambiguity between object

white. We can see him examine how illusory space

him Rodhe, wanted to turn our attention to the lack

snow, is almost material in the theater, the spot-

Lennart Rodhe was on a mission, to find “untangible

In the new year of 1945 Rodhe makes significant

and background. The diagonals which imply depth in

appears and disappears. He works in a playful, ten-

of continuity in space. The principle is the same for

lights and the stage dust create pillars of light which

space” – and he did. The exploration of this space

progress when he joins the shapes of the trees and

continuous space disappear, conventional pictorial

tative mood, apparently waiting for chance to cre-

both artists. Two different spatial structures are di-

stand out against the dark background.

would be the central theme for his art for decades

the tombstones in a single compositional pattern.

space is shattered as the image consists of layers of

ate an interesting result. This relaxed attitude also

agonally pushed into the “stage” from left and right,

Rodhe uses the language of abstraction to return to

to come, a constant source of inspiration.

Initially, he does this in a playful manner, connect-

parallel surfaces. Rodhe uses different patterns to

shows how Rodhe worked, following long periods of

and where they clash there is a tension that conveys

the playfulness and the sense of adventure which

ing the outlines of the trunks and the branches in

locate the surfaces in space, and an intricate drama

hard, systematic work with improvisation and mo-

a dramatic effect.

characterized the Renaissance exploration of cen-

Per Bjurström is professor emeritus and former head of

soft curves which sweep across the surface in whirl-

between the surfaces takes place.

ments of inspiration.

The trees and the gravestones, as well as shade and

tral perspective and its constant collisions between

Nationalmuseum. He is the author of numerous books,

ing shapes. As in the work of Raphael, there is a

From now on, Rodhe strives to combine the trees

While examining the possibilities of the subject

light, become individual shapes. In one constellation

different degrees of reality (illustration 9).

most recently one on connoisseurship.

dialogue between the calligraphy and the figurative

and the gravestones in a single reality (illustration

matter, Rodhe also spent much time and energy

a surface appears as a light tree trunk, in another

For Rodhe, it was important to diminish the distance

elements of the image.

6). The two patterns are placed on top of each other

studying the work of Picasso. He was intrigued by

one the same area seems to offer a glimpse through

between the beholder and the artwork, but at the

The trees and tombstones soon lose their sub-

as equal objects, with a resulting linear ambiguity.

the stage set for the “Pulcinella” ballet which Pi-

the branches. Lennart Rodhe himself referred to

same time his true ambition might have been the

stance, they have become elements within two sys-

In a series of experiments, he cuts through a cluster

casso created in 1922, where the artist attempted

this phenomenon as “intangible space”, each vol-

opposite – to bring the spectator in contact with a

ume has several meanings. Once again, the proxim-

strange world where continuous space is ques-
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Illustration no.8 Lennart Rodhe: The Cemetary. Preparatory drawing. Pencil. 6/1 1945

Illustration no.9 Lennart Rodhe: The Cemetary. Lithograpy in colour. 1945
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